Bugout jeep

You can carry more stuff and get to your location faster. However, even tho we cannot afford
these bug out trucksâ€¦they can still provide some good modification ideas and inspiration for
our own garages. Obviously, If your bug out location happens to be in Antarctica heyâ€¦at least
the population densities are low there then this would be your dream bug out vehicle. Icepack
tires, a beefy roll cage, and a custom suspension made with military grade steel. It comes
equipped with a 6. It has a few nice bug out features such as a 6-speed auto tranny, 4 by 4, and
a gallon diesel tank. Rhinoâ€¦what an appropriate name for this massive bug out vehicle.
Looking for a bug out truck that includes camper conversion and side storage for your
firearms? The biggest limiting factor with this one is it only has room for 2. What it lacks in the
number of people it can transport it makes up for in camping qualities. It has an outdoor kitchen
system, a folding stove, outside lights, and tons of camping gear storage. How about this
combat vehicle for your bug out transportation? This 8-ton beast can plow through water levels
up to 1. I suppose the inch tires are responsible for that. While its four-speed auto tranny allows
it to do all that at up to 75 MPH. Since its military designed, it cannot be purchased by a civilian I
know! Just line em up and clear your own path. What I want to accomplish in the remaining part
of this article is to show you some bug out vehicle options that the everyday survivalist might
be able to 1 afford or 2 assemble. Personally, I think this is a must for any respectable bug out
vehicle. A good bug out location will be in a remote area, so the odds of you encountering some
muddy hills, ruts or offroading is much higher. The Dominator Track System can turn just about
any ordinary 4 by 4 truck into an off-road terrain taming beast. They also suggest that they
come off as easy as they are installed, taking your bug out truck or all-wheel car! One major
concern for newer model vehicles is how dependent on electronics these vehicles are. In an
EMP attack , they may be rendered useless. They also might require more frequent maintenance
than a new vehicle. Having a full spare tire is essential. If you blow a tire mid bug out are you
really going to put confidence in a donut spare? Enough said. Get a topper to keep your
supplies and gear out of adverse weather conditions. Running offroad at night takes good
lighting. You need to be able to avoid rocks, cliffs, and wildlife in order to make it from point A
to B safely. So get a high powered light rack onto your bug out vehicle. Even if you are only
traveling less than 1 tank of gasâ€¦are you sure your tank will be full when SHTF? This badass
device will pay off today and help you be prepared for the future; win-win. Take as many
survival guns , rifles , and ammo as you have room to spare. Plus, you should get Keeper Gun
Magnet so you can have your survival pistol close by while traveling down the road. Of course,
a lot of your gear should already be ready to go in your bug out bag. Even if you have a bug out
vehicle, you should also have a ready to go bug out bag. Never know when you have to ditch
your vehicleâ€¦. Are you going to be hauling a camper or a trailer to your bug out location? Find
out what your hauling capacity needs are and then make certain your bug out vehicle meets the
minimum requirement. Here are a couple of videos of realistic bug out vehicles that have most
of the capabilities we just covered above,. So if I were forced to choose just one realistic but,
best bug out vehicle option it would be a toss-up between an off-road equipped pickup truck
with a topper or a jeep wrangler unlimited with a trailer. Something along these linesâ€¦. Just
stick to the basic criteria and build from there. What do you believe are most critical vehicle
features when SHTF? Let me know in the comments below. There are a lot of natural nuclear
shelters in the US that are absolutely free. And one of them is near your home. So I live on a
very fixed income. I spent 2 years in the desert of Arizona. I have a Dodge half ton pickup. My
little Jack Russell terrier , is very alert. Security covered! A good sleeping bag , bedding
covered. Small camp stove or small Weber Grill , kitchen duties done. Excellent reality check. I
have all of the same equipment. Rather than a hard top for the bed, I have thought of the bed
camper tent. Sounds like a plan Mike. It is not very smart to have a 50, dollar rig. The money
could be spent on food and other gear. In a shtf time,that rig will be going down a very
dangerous road that has a lot of people ,looking for guys like you coming down that road with
all of your supplies. They will shoot your tires out and then probably you. You need to get to
your place ,if you have one and hunker down,not driving around ,with a big bullseye on your
rig,saying here I am. I still keep B. Keep military 5 gallon Jerry Cans of gasoline and water mine
are color coded and labeled for water, gasoline, diesel, etcâ€¦â€¦. Keep a full sized spare tire,
cans of Fix A Flat, military tool bag, manual for your vehicles, etcâ€¦â€¦ on hand. The back seats
would be removed for more cargo room. I would keep the foam rubber inside the rear seats for
sleeping pads and the million other uses it has. You can also not have too much military para
cord, Titan Cord, Gear Snake, Steel wire, and similar. I make extensive use of the all round
MOLLE and compression straps on the packs, as well as compression sacks containing
pouches, etcâ€¦â€¦. Cool keep writing more great articles like this. Great to have you. I watched
videos they were good too. I would also suggest a camouflage net. Once you are in place it
provides shade and some concealment from unwanted attention. Thanks, Mike. Storing some

large camo net s in your bug out vehicle is a must. You want to be able to hide your rig in a
forested area to keep anyone passing by from seeing you. I have 22 extended family all or some
will bug out with me. No choice except the extended van. Two watt solar panels on the roof and
all other camping equipment. Kerosene two burner stove with stove top oven. Of course, plenty
of food, firearms and ammo. Police type push bar on front. Replaced engine with new HP engine
from Summit. Four US manufacture five gallon cans, steel, with fuel. Siphon hose for fuel from
disabled vehicles. Aluminum boat in tow and inside a Yamaha dual purpose trail bike along with
many other store able necessaries. No 4wd drive vans available. Winch on the front and snatch
blocks. Four extra deep cycle batteries. Adding a sun roof for the. Extra oil for the dirt bike and
the van. Two mountain bikes. Inverter for solar panels and batteries. Two spare tires and jack.
Spray foam to fill up bullet holes. Gas masks ,. I dont plan to bug out. Live in an isolated area
already but you never know. Better to live close to a cave or have secret underground shelter..
Also if there is a fuel supply shortage it could run off other fuels with a few modifications. They
were scrapping it because it had the wrong paint scheme as the new trucks and rarely got
driven. Gun and ammo locker. Sleeps two, carries 8 people comfortably. Plus it can tow our
trailer no problem! Keep it simple and you can blend into the crowd.. Parts are plentiful.
Insurance and the cost of plates is minimal. I liked the comment about picking up a used
Ambulance. It was in mint condition with 35k miles. They are built like tanks, all sorts of built-in
internal and external storage, plus the are insulated, and ride decent. Thanks for an interesting
article but I do feel that you are over complicating the issues somewhat and adding
unnecessary expense, i. It is way too easy to go down the cool versus practical route. Likewise
a winch is a very expensive accessory and something like a Hilift Jack will get you out of most
situations and also has other, non vehicle related uses too. Loads of spare tyres are cool, but
also take up a lot of space when there are very good tyre fix liquids you can leavepermanently
in the tyres. NB Very important to have a tyre pump. Anyway hope that helps. In reality, many
people drive cars, and there are more cars on the roads than trucks, so I think people need to
accept that and not look at them as inferior or dismiss their potential usefulness. The questions
and concerns of our land bound cars and trucks are really the same except that we need to
consider what can be done to make our cars function better or make them more functional and
capable for what we might encounter. We should embrace the positive aspects of our vehicle.
We might find our current cars inadequate, but if there is no choice to use it then we must figure
it out and forge ahead with our plans. We can increase functionality by adding the proper gear
and equipment, stocking parts particularly hard to get ones , utilizing cup holders, baskets,
brackets, bags, cargo nets and other organizational products to carry supplies. This would
make for some good discussions and brainstorming. And we can choose to upgrade parts
where ever possible. If I could beef up my car, I think it would serve me well and get me
anywhere I wanted to get to. Sorry, these may all lool cool, but what You really ant for bugout is
an UAZ. I live on some acres about 17 miles from a city of 70k, off the beaten path. We have
ducks, fish, geese, turkey, phesant, and a large woods. We are the bugout location for friends
and family. Already prepared, I planted fruit trees, berry bushes, perinial garden and annual. We
can and freeze, but no time for couches, it takes a lot of work. Wife and I are retired but drive
school bus. So we have time for enjoying our home and families. We have older Grand
Cherokee and a Ram 4X4. Now imagine this, the stuff has just hit the fan and all heck has
broken loose. So you jump into your bug out vehicle and head down the road confident that you
get to your safe space. Vehicles are extremely easy to ambush and disable. Or the roads are
closed. That will render your escape plan null and void. After all, a running vehicle will be a
valuable tool to you and the community around you when people try to rebuild. But while
everyone is trying to eat each other, you are really better off hardening your position and
staying put until the nature of the emergency subsides. As an example, I also happen to live in
Florida. Whenever there is a threat of a hurricane, everyone tries to leave, all at the same time,
clogging up the highways and all other roads, and consuming every drop of gas from every gas
station, even beyond Georgia. In some situations people were forced to ride out the storm in
their cars because they got stuck somewhere on the road and all the available motels quickly
filled up. My suggestion is to stay home even if you live in a city. Fortify as necessary, get
together with your neighbors, remember that old rule that there is strength and safety in
numbers. They are terrific wheelers especially the 4runner. The parts can be found easily and
are fabricated even easier when in need of doing so. Any junk yard or wrecking yard would have
them. If your looking for a straight monster. The toyota 4runner with a few modifications and
slightly bigger tires will go anywhere and over anything. The canopy can be removed to allow
the vehicle to be turned into a open air truck with seating for four. Most people upgrade to a two
and a half or five ton axle. There is numerous upgrades for all toyota Tacoma, t, pickup, and
4runner models prior to Slow as anyone who has an old mog will tell you they are not trucks but

tractors. Six forward gears and two reverse. I have taken it off road with another mog owner it
will go any where I would have the nerve to take it. Fuel mileage is not bad for a vehicle its size
around 15 mpg. I can carry enough fuel to get me to my bug out location. Avoid alloy wheels.
Get steel rims. You can bash the rim back into shape if the edge gets creased and allows air
past the bead. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in
this browser for the next time I comment. Home New To Survival? In my opinion, there are two
kinds of bug out vehicles. The ones that Hey J, I like where your heading with your bug out
vehicle build. Got any pictures of it you can share? They are not popular in US. So what
companies make these cool trucks? I only know of planbsupply, surely there are others. I have
a gmc and I cannot find the roof rack like the one pictured. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your
email address will not be published. Why this one? To prepare for a real SHTF scenario, you
have to take a lot of things into consideration in deciding on your ultimate bug out vehicle. You
also have to deal with realistic considerations. Remember, just as in the case of a weapon, a
vehicle is just a tool that solves a problem for you. Some tools are perfect for one situation but
suck for others. As with all of your life, you need balance. The first thing to consider when
trying to pick the best SHTF vehicle to get you through an emergency or disaster situation is
what situations are you trying to prepare. You need to know what the vehicle is going to do for
you and the big picture part of that is what are you going to be dealing with. They solve a few
problems extremely well but suck for everything else. They are as unbalanced a solution as you
can get. Look at your situation and the gaps you have, come up with what it would take for a
balanced solution and then make a plan. The collapse of society in a war-torn country would
need different abilities from your vehicle than dealing with the aftermath of a tornado or getting
out of your home temporarily during a winter storm. You need to try to plan for more than one
contingency. There are many bad things that could happen to your world that would require you
to move from one place to another. Unfortunately, not only do you not know which of them may
come true, more than one may happen. Look at the worst-case scenarios that you think are
worth your time and effort to plan for, and then look at how those situations will affect your
mobility. Where are you going to try to go? Will the roads be passable? Will fuel be available?
What special considerations such as security do you need to plan for? After the worst-case,
take a look at the most likely SHTF scenarios that you need to plan for. You need to take both
worst-case and most likely into consideration in your planning. Make an overall list of what will
be going on in all of those situations and look at these elements as a whole. You should look at
figuring out a vehicle that will cover as many situations as possible and definitely do the most
critical ones. How many people are you planning it to carry? If someone sees certain things on
a vehicle, they might not only try to steal the vehicle for their own use, they might make certain
assumptions about other things you have, thereby putting your family and your preps at risk.
What kind of terrain are you going to cover? If you live in the mountains of Colorado, the terrain
you need to deal with will probably be different than someone who lives in New York City. If
your bugout route covers off road terrain, you may need something that is very good off road
and can be improved easily. What about security and protection? A horse may be much more
maneuverable in off road conditions but it gives you zero protection from zombie hordes or a
cold rain. How good are you at wrenching? What about fuel? How far do you need to drive
before refilling? Do you make your own diesel or already have other vehicles that have a
particular fuel requirement? How easy is it to get parts for your car? No vehicle is going to work
for every situation. What you need to do then is look at the requirements above, compare it to
what your vehicle will do for you and then make a plan to mitigate the problems your vehicle will
have in certain situations. I would personally have both available if possible. How reliable is
your car? What are you gonna do if that happens? Can you upgrade it now? As I stated in Part1
of this series , I had the following requirements for a vehicle I was looking for:. All in all, nothing
serious. Gonna have to find time to do that. Not too expensive though if I do it myself at least.
This one in particular is pretty reliable too. The biggest problem with it is the engine. The 4. Not
a bad engine but not a top machine. I have to keep that in mind and may end up rebuilding it
before it really needs it. Jeep Grand Cherokees are one of the best off road vehicles made. The
Quadra-drive system is very good. Great off road system right out of the chute but has room for
some improvement:. No problem with this model. The rear area lays flat and has enough room.
The highway mileage is reported as 17mpg with a tank of 21 gallons. This gives theoretical
maximum range of about miles. The Grand Cherokee is great in this part. The Steel Blue Pearl
paint is also a good choice here. The 10 meter target for this project is replacing the tires, front
brakes and the transmission gasket. A huge chunk of that cost is going to be in tires. The spare
tire is also going up to the roof to open all that room inside. Somewhere in that mix is also to
see what I can do to improve the off road capabilities and my ability to deal with any breakdown
or stuck situations. EMP vulnerability is one of those considerations. Like everything else, it has

to be a balanced solution. Take a look at your bugout plan and bugout route. What does your
vehicle have to do for you? What shortfalls does your current car have to solve those
problems? I am a former federal agent and military veteran who has deployed to combat
theaters in Africa, Iraq and Afghanistan and have almost three decades of military and military
contracting experience. My goal is to help families to understand how to intelligently protect
their family and their way of life against real threats, without all the end-of-the-world doomsday
crap. Graywolf, you have indeed made a respectable choice of vehicle, Jeep is of course renown
for off road compatibility in many conditions. Only advise would be the addition of skid plates.
Looking forward to further developments. Thanks David. If nothing more get the fuel tank plate,
look to bone yards for it as most rokees were bought with them from the factory the factory
plate is very stout new expect to spend around 3 bills for a fuel skidâ€¦. Upside, now we have 2
bugout vehicles with low mileage, other is a F FX4 which is highly capable 4 wheel, but not as
much interior stowage. The get decent gas mileage. Its full time 4WD which is not as good as
selectable 4WD, but still quite good and will be a safe all around vehicle for 4 season driving.
Either vehicle can carry our 2 large German Shepherds inside, but the Jeep will be alot better in
cold conditions with interior stowage. Also great for roadtrips, comfort and mileage. Awesome,
and you have a backup in case one goes down. The F will come in handy a lot too in the
meantime. Definitely too small to bug out a family of six on its own though. Thanks Scott, I just
installed a hanson winch bumper with shackle mounts, got some adapters and am having a tow
bar made that mounts to them. However the BIG question is what is causing them. Good to
know. Thanks for the info. If you do not already have it add a receiver hitch, maybe even a front
receiver as well, extremely useful on the front. Since you wont be dedicating this to JUST
bugging out not all or nothing , a bug out trailer, is a handy as all get out tool. I have a rear
receiver hitch. A quick look at your GC as I came down to check the comments reminded me of
one other point, If you live in an area where roads are salted in the winter, dump the alloy
wheels if you are setting it up as a BOV. If you have a large compressor not an issue, but it does
you no good on the run. Replace them with Steel rims, and add green slime as a preventative
sealant to ensure the rims are sealed and minor punctures stay sealed while the object is still in
place nail screw etc. Tires are the biggest limiter on a vehicle, especially full time 4x4s which
require RELIGIOUS rotation, to ensure a full life span and watch your tire pressure and wear
patterns to make sure steering geometry is correct. Still miss my WJ, though. My Grand took me
everywhere for years. Several years ago when an abnormally large snowstorm hit my area, my
grand plowed through it all, never flinching. The factory ones are plastic and break often
enough that there is a third-party solution. Replacing them before they become a problem is a
wise move. In the 8 years I had mine, I only encountered one non-maintenance issue. While the
old I-6 was highly regarded as a bulletproof engine, the 4. My now son-in-law came from a
drifitng background, and was very surprised when I first let him ride in the Jeep at how
responsive and well appointed it was. Tons of good information including some nice
performance boosters , should help you as you spend time with your Jeep. It appears it would,
but I am open to any thoughts. Did you limit your search to mileage on the vehicle or did you
focus on overall upkeep quality. I drove a Jeep J10 until it had almost , miles, so I believe in the
quality of Jeep. New to the site but finding your info to be more thought-out with more detail
and fact-based evidence for choices and practical application that a lot of other sites. Keep
sharing so we can learn together! Personally Id go to a swing away spare tire mount but they
get pricey for the GC due to having to replace the bumper as well, but keeping as much off the
roof as possible keeps the drag down and fuel economy up. If you havent already addressed the
problem, the most likely culprit for your windows id probably the window switch on the drivers
door. Chrysler products commonly have this problem, its caused by the connector that plugs
into the switch module slowly coming undone the latch mechanism to hold the plug in is just
ABS plastic and they dry rot and break. Causing the first sign to be one or two windows not
responding dollowed by all of them failing. Since almost all 4 door vehicles have the switches
for all 4 windows on this module, all power to all the window motors is routed through this
master switch first. A good first place to look if nothing else. In addition to doing routine
maintenance, use nitrogen in your tires, including the spares. Nitrogen is also used in
commercial aircraft tires. The only disadvantage I can think of is that nitrogen is NOT free but
that has not and will not deter me. Check around for who has it. My local Jeep dealer on Long
Island takes care of it for me. I have developed a working relationship with them over the years
so it does not cost me even when I change all 5 all weather tires for studded tires. Old thread,
but I want to share what we do during hurricane season. I travel for work so everything is
mobile anyway but. Working on the Gulf of Mexico for about the last five years usually towing a
36 foot camper. The winch setup is on a reciever hitch and 25 foot quick connect jumper cables
so it does more than one thing. I feel multipurpose is a good thing high lift jack and other

necessary tools I just keep under the sleeping platform in back. Just a few thoughts. I found
your site looking at what to improve on my Jeep Commander, not a GC but similar same 4. I
have two young Malinois and needed something to take them out and train also to carry kayaks
and camping stuff. Great site, lots of pragmatic thinking. Yes, add me to your mailing list. So if
cell phones stopped working, how would you communicate? What if an EMP wiped out all
electronics? How would you find your family or get help during a disaster or if SHTF? So what
do you really need to carry every day? How do you figure out what should go on your EDC gear
list? Lots of articles tell you the basics of what you need in your bug out bag. This is a list of 99
things you may not have considered. A bug out bag is critical but what do you put in it? When
considering disaster preparedness, keep in mind that what survival gear and emergency
supplies you add to your bug out bag and then pack for your survival kit can mean the
difference between life and death, or at least affect your level of comfort if SHTF and you had to
get outta dodge. Read this article to find out what you should consider putting in your bug out
bag. Graywolf Survival Emergency preparedness from a Counterintelligence Agent. Emergency
preparedness from a Counterintelligence Agent. Best bugout vehicle project: Jeep Grand
Cherokee. Best bugout vehicle project: Jeep Grand Cherokee was last modified: February 22nd,
by graywolfsurvival. About graywolfsurvival. Comments John Foley says. March 9, at am. March
9, at pm. David Morriston says. March 11, at pm. March 12, at am. Scott Schoemann says. April
16, at pm. April 1, at am. April 10, at am. Matt says. April 9, at pm. April 17, at am. April 17, at pm.
April 21, at pm. Kardolf says. June 18, at pm. Harvey Krantz says. July 10, at am. July 19, at pm.
Viking Guy says. July 23, at am. July 30, at pm. Ken says. September 13, at am. Bret Easter
says. February 26, at am. Villiam says. July 6, at pm. September 28, at pm. MikeB in VB says.
August 1, at am. I grew up in the woods and spent a lifetime in various environments from
deserts to jungles to politically-sensitive urban environments, and I'm here to tell you what I
know. All reviews and information are independent and objective. Feeling Lost? As a result, at
the very least, a tactical ride should be equipped with a four-wheel-drive or an all-wheel-drive
transmission, suitable tires and good ground clearance. Some tactical rides are also equipped
with special features and equipment, including run-flat tires, bullet-resistant glass and some
level of body armor. In some cases, a tactical ride will be equipped with a gasoline engine, an
air-cooled engine or a diesel engine. A tactical ride should also be capable of operating as a
daily commuter, as a hardcore patrol vehicle, as a rugged, special-purpose vehicle and as a
recreational vehicle. How you equip a tactical ride is up to you, and should include features that
meet your individual needs as well as your operational requirements. Military and law
enforcement organizations have also relied heavily on specially equipped tactical vehicles for
patrolling and operating under adverse conditions in urban and remote areas. As a native New
Yorker who always drove two-wheel-drive vehicles, including police cars and U. Customs
vehicles, I never got stuck or stranded while negotiating numerous flooded streets,
snowstorms, hurricane-damaged areas and country roads. My opinion of tactical rides changed
the first time I drove a U. No one was more impressed than I was when I was able to instantly
extract myself from being stuck in a field that was filled with a powder-like sand once I engaged
the four-wheel-drive system. Several years later I found myself stuck in another sand-filled
parking lot on a military base while driving a Jeep Wrangler that was overloaded with my two
young sons and three other off-duty law enforcement officers, including my brother Chris and
my cousin Tommy, after observing the reenactment of the D-Day Invasion of Normandy in
Virginia Beach. I also learned a great deal about the need to operate privately owned and
government-issued tactical rides while driving through blizzards in higher elevations, through
muddy fields and in other off-road conditions, including along the U. I recently received several
photographs of a Jeep Wrangler that has been turned into a tactical ride by my cousin Tommy.
Tommy Jacobellis is a police officer with 30 years of experience who retired from the U. My
cousin is like many Americans who survived devastating hurricanes that destroyed his home on
two occasions. Between his military, police and personal experiences, my cousin understands
the need to be able to evacuate and survive in difficult times. In addition, Quadratec also
provided the recovery jack, trailer hitch, floor mats, grab handles and the security draws that
were installed under the seats. It should also be noted that all of the aforementioned optional
accessories have a purpose and further enhance the capabilities of the original vehicle
platform. For example, while the extra fuel cans can be used to extend the operating range of
this particular tactical ride, the Garvin roof rack enables my cousin to transport pounds of
additional supplies in a vehicle that has a more limited amount of internal cargo space. The Yeti
cooler is another critical piece of equipment that can extend your ability to refrigerate
perishable food, bottled water and certain medication. This includes carrying a second spare
tire mounted on a rim, a supply of bottled water, food rations, a fire extinguisher, jumper cables,
spare clothing for different weather conditions, cans of tire-inflating chemicals, sand mats,

survival blankets, a tool kit, flashlights , spare batteries, maps, a cell phone , portable radios,
camping equipment when required, as well as firearms and ammunition when authorized by law.
In order to expand the cargo capacity of the compact Jeep Wrangler, the rear seat can also be
removed. Whenever you build or modify a suitable vehicle to serve as a tactical ride, you will
have to come to terms with the concept that life is all about tradeoffs. Tactical rides tend to be
less fuel efficient than other vehicles, but they have other capabilities that can enable you to
effectively operate under adverse conditions. American Expedition Vehicles aev-conversions.
Garvin Industries garvinindustries. For purposes of clarity, I consent to Athlon's collection,
storage, processing, and transfer of my Personal Data and Non-Personal Data as defined in the
Privacy Policy for the purpose of signing up for the email newsletter. The company offers car
wraps like the matte black, non-reflective one featured here. SignMeUp Signs will transform
your fleet or vehicle into a rolling billboard for your product or businessâ€” or make it go under
the radar. For more information, visit signmeupadvertising. Comment s. Click to share on
Facebook Opens in new window Click to share on Twitter Opens in new window Click to share
on Pinterest Opens in new window Click to email this to a friend Opens in new window. My
Cousin Tommy. Stay in the know with the latest from the Tactical-Life newsletter Sign-up today!
Sign up for our newsletter Sign Up. Up Next. Athlon Outdoors Network. Personal Defense World
Rep. Post was not sent - check your email addresses! Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by
email. Or are you going to have an ace in the hole with your custom bug out ride? While the
concept of a bug out vehicle is great for those that have the time an money to put a custom job
together, but that's just not possible for everyone. This one might look complicated, but all it is
is an extended bed added to an old school double cab truck. That's all mounted on what looks
like a military wheel setup. So basically they took the top off of a military surplus vehicle and
mounted Bubba Jays Ford in it's place. As for the grill of the truck it's just two grills from what
looks like Ford Rangers. There's also the extra fuel containers, which are worth their weight in
gold when you need to limit your fuel stops. The only thing that separates this from just another
old school pickup on the road is the external roll cage with a mounted cable tow. If you're
looking to bug out to a rugged area, but need to do it quickly and have something to drive when
you're there, this is one to invest in! Another great use of the external roll cage is a great
addition for this rugged terrain beast. The speed and handling this bug could offer are priceless
in wooded or rocky terrain, the juice seems to be well worth the squeeze! Not to mention it just
looks so awesome! If there's something the riot police do so right, is that they have vehicles
designed specifically for getting through crowds of angry people, which is exactly what you
need! With bullet proof glass and steel this bug out vehicle isn't going to be slowed by much of
anything! If you're all out of extra spending money and you happen to have one of these that
you're looking to sell, just hold on to it and repurpose it! Spend the money to make it good
enough to get you far away from the action, add a few custom lights, and upgrade to heavy duty
tires. Here we go! And since you're buying from the military you know that this thing has been
battle tested and approved. The only suggestion would be to replace the tires and add a roof.
This is a thing of beauty. The modern appeal of comfort and style, fused with the grungy armour
of an impending apocalyptic nightmare! From front to back and top to bottom, this 4 runner will
run over anything in it's path thanks to the custom wheel guards, grill, and extended back
bumper. If you have a welding friend this is a very possible kit to put together on most vehicles
to bug out. If the price isn't much of a barrier to your bug out vehicle then you might want to
look at something like this. The old school Land Rovers are known for being solid metal and
basically unstoppable once they get rolling. Making it an incredible toy! The upgrades will set
you back about what it would cost to buy a new car off the lot now. But combining the old
school toughness with new school tech makes this thing a formidable bug out vehicle choice
for sure! This is the third time a 4 Runner has been mentioned, I hope you're starting to see
which is the most relliable for bug out vehicles now There's no telling if you're going to be home
when the shtf, so you need to have contingencies in place. This but out bike is the perfect
example. You can keep one in the trunk of your car or truck at the office, or just keep the extra
supplies at work to attach to the bike when you need it. Either way this bike at work could get
you enough distance from danger quickly to avoid the worst of a shtf scenario. An FJ Cruiser is
basically a box that's meant to handle some nasty terrain bette
mopar station wagons for sale
ford 2006 f250
jetta se review
r than anyother stock vehicle out there. Which makes it the perfect choice for a desk jockey
who might not have all the time in the world to invest in rebuilding their own bug out vehicle.
Finally there's the old faithful Jeep. This is generally what the public thinks when they think

"bug out vehicle". And for good reason, the customization potential of these bad boys is
insane! As you can see there's mounted gun turrets available, tow cables, aggressive grill
guards and much more to satisfy your taste of danger. A Jeep Grand Cherokee is one that you
just can't go wrong with if you're going to invest in a quality bug out vehicle. The Ford Bug Out
F Rock n' Rolla Bug Out Toyota. Now you've got a noteworthy bug out vehicle without having to
buy a new car! The Camo Bug Out Cart. Speedy 4 Runner Bug Out. So please take the hint and
look into this for a daily vehicle at least. Bug Out Bike For The Jeep Grand Bug Out. Share to
Pinterest. Fords are ok but that what I currently own a Chevyâ€¦.

